License No. 74854
to mark a commodity
with the Standards Mark

The Standards Institution of Israel in accordance with the powers vested in
it by article 11(b) of the Standards law 1953, has licensed:

ABB TECHNOLOGIES LTD.

GERMANY
To mark with the Standards Mark the following commodities:

ELECTTICAL ACCESSORIES - CIRCUIT-BREAKERS FOR
OVERCURRENT PROTECTION FOR HOUSEHOLD AND SIMILAR
INSTELLATIONS:CIRCUIT-BREAKERS FOR A.C.OPERATION
MANUFACTURE:ABB STOTZ-KONTACT GMBH: HEIDELBERG

LIST OF TYPES IN ANNEX A

These commodities are produced in conformity with the requirements of the:
Israel Standard No. 60898 Part 1
Edition May 2011 1993

This license is valid until 31/12/2018

1 / 1 / 2018
Tel Aviv

Ilan Carmit
Acting Director General
ANNEX A

To: ABB TECHNOLOGIES LTD.

GERMANY

Commodities: ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES - CIRCUIT-BREAKERS FOR OVERCURRENT PROTECTION FOR HOUSEHOLD AND SIMILAR INSTALATIONS; CIRCUIT-BREAKERS FOR A.C. OPERATION MANUFACTURE: ABB STOTZ-KONTACT GMBH- HEIDELBERG

Types:

1. 15KA
   S20.P(1-4)P (-NA)- (B)/(0.5-63A)
   S20.P(1-4)P (-NA)- (C)/(0.5-63A)
   S20.P(1-4)P- (NA)- (D)/(0.5-63A)

2. 25KA
   S20.P(1-4)P (-NA)- (B)/(0.5-63A)
   S20.P(1-4)P (-NA)- (C)/(0.5-63A)
   S20.P(1-4)P- (NA)- (D)/(0.5-63A)

3. 10KA
   SH20.M, S201MUC;
   202MUC, S200M(1-4)P(-NA)- (B)/(6-63A)

4. 10KA
   SH20.M, S201MUC;
   202MUC, S200M(1-4)P(-NA)- (C)/(6-63A)

5. 10KA
   SH20.M, S201MUC;
   202MUC, S200M(1-4)P(-NA)- (D)/(6-63A)

6. 10KA
   S200M(1-4)P(-NA)- (B)/(0.5-63A)
   S200M(1-4)P(-NA)- (C)/(0.5-63A)
   S200M(1-4)P(-NA)- (D)/(0.5-63A)

7. 6KA
   SH200(0.5-40A)/(1-4)P(-NA)- (B)
   SH200(0.5-40A)/(1-4)P(-NA)- (C)
   SH200(0.5-40A)/(1-4)P(-NA)- (D)

This license is valid until 31/12/2018

1 / 1 / 2018
Tel Aviv

Ilan Carmit
Acting Director General
ANNEX A

To: ABB TECHNOLOGIES LTD.
GERMANY

Commodities: ELECTTICAL ACCESSORIES - CIRCUIT-BREAKERS FOR OVEERCURRENT PROTECTION FOR HOUSEHOLD AND SIMILAR INSTELLATIONS;CIRCUIT-BREAKERS FOR A.C.OPERATION MANUFACTURE:ABB STOTZ-KONTACT GMBH- HEIDELBERG

Types: 8 .6KA
S200(80-100A)(1-4)P(+NA)-(B)
S200(80-100A)(1-4)P(+NA)-(C)

9 .6KA
S200(1-4)P(-NA)-(B)(6-63A)
S200(1-4)P(-NA)-(C)(6-63A)
S200(1-4)P(-NA)-(D)(6-63A)

10 .6KA
S200(1-4)P(-NA)-(B)(0.5-63A)
S200(1-4)P(-NA)-(C)(0.5-63A)
S200(1-4)P(-NA)-(D)(0.5-63A)

This license is valid until 31/12/2018

1/1/2018
Tel Aviv

Ilan Carmit
Acting Director General